
 

 Memorandum 
 
 
 
TO: Oakland Oversight Board   

FROM: Laurie N. Gustafson, Board Counsel OFFICE: San Francisco 

DATE: July 25, 2013 

RE: Proposed Bond Expenditure Agreement – Agenda Item #3 
Proposed West Oakland Loan Repayment -  Agenda Item #4 
 

   

 We offer the following comments to aid the Oversight Board in its consideration of the above-
referenced matters: 

I.  Proposed Bond Expenditure Agreement.   

The proposed Bond Expenditure Agreement (the “Agreement”) permits the transfer from the 
Oakland Redevelopment Successor Agency (“ORSA”) to the City of Oakland (the “City”) of approximately 
$57.7 million of excess bond proceeds that are not subject to enforceable obligations.  Under the 
Agreement, the City could expend the proceeds in any manner it chooses as long as it is consistent with the 
original bond covenants.  The City has adopted a spending plan (the “Bond Spending Plan”) comprised of 
very general categories such as “Major Projects,” “Public Facilities” and “Infrastructure Improvements”.  
Under the Agreement, the City can amend the Bond Spending Plan as it deems necessary in its sole 
discretion, but again, as long as it is consistent with the bond covenants.   

The Agreement would govern numerous excess bond proceeds obligations – more than $57.7 
million worth – as set forth in the Bond Spending Plan.  Health and Safety Code Section 34191.4(c) 
provides that the new “excess bond proceeds obligations” “shall be listed separately on the Recognized 
Obligation Payment Schedule submitted by the successor agency” (emphasis added).  The City Attorney has 
indicated that the City interprets this requirement that the excess bond proceeds to be listed separately to 
mean that they be listed separately from the other items on the ROPS.  Another interpretation could be that 
each new obligation – such as each new “Public Facility” or “Infrastructure Improvement” - be listed 
separately.  The City is proposing to list the Agreement (by each bond issuance) separately on the ROPS 13-
14B as an excess bond proceeds obligation, but not each individual new project that might be funded under 
the Agreement.  The City has not decided what new projects will be funded with excess bond proceeds 
covered under the Agreement and will not have made that decision by the time ROPS 13-14B is submitted. 

 

The City, in its memorandum on the issue when presented to the City Council, stated the following 
as a Policy Alternative:  “Rather than transferring all excess tax allocation bonds to the City per a Master 
Bond Expenditure Agreement, each individual project funded out of excess bond proceeds could be 
included on the ROPS every six months to be reviewed by the Oversight Board and the Department of 
Finance.”  The City has not chosen this alternative – they state it would not be efficient and would lead to 
delays in funding.  They have instead chosen to proceed with the proposed Master Bond Expenditure 
Agreement. 
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The dissolution statutes provide no guidance on this issue – the statute could be interpreted either 
way.  We do not know how the Department of Finance will interpret this provision.  If each excess bond 
proceeds obligation must be listed separately on the ROPS, each proposed project would come before this 
Oversight Board for approval and then proceed for approval by the Department of Finance.  If, on the 
other hand, the City’s proposed Master Bond Expenditure Agreement is approved, the City will be free to 
choose the projects upon which the $57.7 million will be spend with no oversight by any other entity, except 
for the requirement that the projects be consistent with the bond covenants.  Apparently, there is no real 
audit or other systematic mechanism in place to assure in general that bond covenants are followed; 
requiring that these obligations be listed on the ROPS (each of which must be approved by the Oversight 
Board) may have been the legislature’s effort to provide some oversight.  

II. Proposed West Oakland Loan Repayment.  No additional comments. 
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